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Twitter search people' s tweets

We found JavaScript disabled in this browser. Please turn on JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center 1 Jump in a web browser. If you haven't logged in yet, enter your login details and then click or click on log in. 2
Enter anything in the search bar and click ↵ Enter or ⏎ Return. It really can be anything, including the word anything. You will need to do this to open a screen that displays search results. 3 Click on the three-volume icon. It's to the right of the search bar at the top of the page. The menu will expand. 4 Click Advanced
Search on the menu. An extended search form will appear. 5 Enter a person's name on Twitter in a box of these accounts. This is the first box headlined by the Account on Form, and you may have to scroll down to find it. You can also customize other aspects of the search, such as when you want to see tweets that
contain only certain words, or if you want to filter responses from search results. 6 Click the search button. It is in the top right corner of the search form. 7 Click the last tab to view the tweets in order. Now that you see all the tweets of your chosen user, the last option will sort them in order, making them easier to view. 1
Go to in a web browser. Even if you're using the Twitter app on your phone or tablet, you'll need a web browser to use Twitter's extended search tool. 2 Log in to your account. If you don't log in yet, click the login button to log in right now. 3 Tap the magnifying glass icon. This is the second icon at the bottom of the page.
This opens up a form of search. 4 Enter something into the search bar and click ↵ enter or search. It really can be anything, including the word anything. A list of results will appear. 5 Tap the three-point icon. It's in the top right corner of the page. The menu will expand. 6 Click Advanced Search. This is the third option on
the menu. This opens up an extended version of the search form. 7 Enter a person's name on Twitter in a box of these accounts. You need to scroll down a bit to find this box that is the first below the account heading. Before you go any further, you can use the form to select other search options, such as displaying
tweets that contain certain words or phrases, or tweets that other users mention. 8 Click the search button. This is the blue button in the top right corner of the page. This displays the best tweets from your chosen account. 9 Tap the latest tab to view tweets in order. This is the second tab at the top. This sortes a list of
tweets to show the most recent ones first. 1 Log up to your Twitter account. Twitter app or visit the web in your web browser. If you haven't already logging into your account, you should do so now. 2 Click on the magnifying glass to open the search search (mobile only). This step is not necessary if you use Twitter in a
web browser on your computer. 3 Notice the search code to the search bar. The code is formatted as: from:wikiHow. If you're not looking for tweets from your WikiHow Twitter account, replace wikiHow with the user you're looking for. 4 Tap ↵ Enter or ⏎ Return. If you're using a phone or tablet, you may need to click
Search instead. This displays all of your chosen user's tweets. 5 Click or click the latest tab to sort tweets. This sorts tweets to the latest tweets at the top of the list. Ask the question wikiHow is a wiki similar to Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are written by several authors. To create this article, 11 people,
some anonymous, have worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 470,314 times. Co-authors: 11 Updated: 8 December 2020 Views: 470 314 Category: Twitter Print Send fan mail to authors Thank you to all authors for creating the page, which has been read 470 314 times. Every second, on
average, about 6,000 tweets are sent to Twitter, which translates to more than 500 million tweets a day! Did you know that you could search each one? (Plus multimillion-dollar profiles attached to them!). Twitter has an amazing but somewhat little-known Twitter Advanced Search Tool to help you find exactly what we're
looking for. Want to find your next customers? Advanced search can help. Want to measure the happiness of your current customers? Yes, Advanced Search is what you need. Twitter Advanced Search is a goldmine for marketers and small business owners. In this post I'm super excited to share some top tips and tricks
to help your business win with Twitter Advanced Search.Let's get into it. First things first ... How to find Advanced Twitter Search! There are several different ways you can search on Twitter: You can use the twitter website of the field search bar. Web search page. Search for mobile apps (in apps for iOS or Android on
Twitter). All of these options are great if you want to quickly immerse yourself in a particular theme or hashtag. If you want to get the most value out of a Twitter search though, Advanced Search is an awesome and powerful resource. Advanced Search is available when using the Twitter web app - you can access it
directly, headline twitter.com/search-advanced.Also, you can get there from the standard search results page by clicking on the menu for more options and selecting Advanced Search from the bottom of the list. And once you're there, you'll find more than a dozen different ways to search, segment and filter huge data of
Twitter tweets and profiles. Contains all these wordsConstint this exact phraseContinmest any of these wordsContinent none of these These hashtags Written in this language From these accounts From these accountsIn this accountInsuence of this placeOn this date Positive tone Atitative tone Jus? Include
RetweetsIn First Look, Advanced Search Search Page appear a little overwhelming. There are quite a few fields to consider and it's a bit daunting to figure out where to start. Below we've put together a quick guide to help you get started. Start working with Twitter Advanced SearchWordsAll of these words: Enter two or
more words in this area and you'll see tweets that contain these terms (in a particular order). You can search for one or more phrases using quotes to separate each, such as social media and social marketing. This exact phrase: It is best to look for only one phrase here. This field is especially useful if you want to search
for names or quotes. Any of these words: This box is great for finding a few words. For example, if I was looking for everything related to Buffer, I could use 'Buffer', '@Buffer' and '#Buffer'. None of these words: Whatever you put here will remove tweets from search results that contain words or phrases you have
included. These hashtags: This will help you hone in on hashtags, I tend to use it to sign up for #bufferchat conversation. Written in: Using this option will allow you to find tweets in any of the 50 supported Twitter languages. PeopleF of these accounts: This will show you tweets just from the account you add in this area.
For these accounts: Enter the username of one or more accounts and you'll be able to see tweets sent by them. Mention these accounts: Very similar to the last two, enter the account name (or more) in this area, and you can see any tweets mentioning the usernames you've chosen. PlacesNear is a place: You can see
tweets sent while the person was in a certain area. DatesFrom this date to this date: This is an incredibly easy way to search for tweets between two dates. In addition to the Advanced Search page itself, there are several other great resources to assist in further refining the results. On the Twitter search results page,
you'll have menu options to filter results by media type, profiles, and more. And you can also do quite a few advanced search tricks from any Twitter search box using a combination of Twitter search operators. Now let's see some neat ways to put it all together!23 Sneaky Cool Ways You can use Twitter Advanced for
Marketing and SalesIndexTwitter Advanced Search Hacks to help your marketing1. Creating a saved searchTwitter saves you up to 25 searches per account. To save the search, click more options at the top of the results page and then click Save this search. Saved searches can be great to keep an eye on people
sharing your content, keywords related to your brand, and your own mentions.2 Find interactions with another Twitter account It can be hard to remember all your with another person on Twitter. To refresh your mind, you can use From These Accounts and For These Accounts filters. Here are all my interactions with the
Buffer Twitter account:3. Find the most popular tweets about the topic I came across this this a while back and since has become one of my favorite Twitter search hacks. As an alternative to the top tweets that Twitter displays for each search term, this search trick will allow you to identify your own metrics for what
makes a popular post. As Amit Agarwal explains in his blog: Go to the Twitter search box, enter any search term, and attach the operator min_retweets: number or min_faves to filter search results. For example, here's an example of a search that will only show tweets pointing to a labnol.org domain that have been liked



or retweeted at least 5 times. For example, to find tweets about Buffer with more than 30 retweets, I could search for buffer.com min_retweets:30. 4. Find the most popular tweetsUsing the same technique as above, you can also find the most popular tweets from your own Twitter account. Just go to your Twitter search
page (or toolbar search box) and look for from: Your account min_retweets:30. For example: From:buffer min_retweets:30 will return results for tweets sent from @buffer account with more than 30 retweets. If you have a Buffer account, you can also see your most popular messages using Buffer Analytics.5. Finding
ideas for a BlogTwitter is a great source of inspiration for a blog. When researching posts, Advanced Search is a great way to see what people are talking about related subject matter. Here's a search I used to research this very post on Twitter Advanced Search!6. Find a great blogifiesIf you are looking to find some great
blog posts or content on a specific topic, Twitter Advanced Search can be a great way to unearth some real gems. In the search fields, you can add the theme you've chosen in All these words and then add http to This exact phrase. Here's an example of a search I use to follow any content of a blog marketing:7. Find
content shared by selected accounts For example, if you want to see how all your favorite tweeters react to some news, keyword searches and their names. Here's how TheNextWeb reacted to the Twitter:8 moments. Embedding a search on your website or blogEmbedding search on your website or blog can be a great
way to bring content to life. For more information on Twitter's embeding of search charts, click here. Tweets about dogs from:buzzfeed/ zlt;! (CDATA) ! feature (d,s,id) 'var js,fjs'd.getElementsByTagName (s) http':'https';if (!d.getElementById (id))Js'd .createElement (s);js.id'id;js.src-
p':/platform.twitter.com/widgets.js;fjs.parentNode.insertBefore (js.fjs); (document,scenario,twitter-wjs); No &gt;9. Filter tweets by locationIf you're looking to find people who are talking about your brand in a specific place, head down to places section Advanced Search and see the areas you'd like On. This feature can be
especially useful if you pair the search with a couple of keywords. For example: @Buffer.com:London, England England Search to monitor the reputation of your brand10. Monitoring mentions of your companyUsing Twitter Advanced search to monitor your brand can be extremely effective. Along with monitoring your
brand's mentions, Advanced Search allows you to keep track of mentions of your Twitter handle and even any tweets that include your URL. Here's a search we use for all the things Buffer:11. Filter out competitors' tweetsIf you want to filter out your results by mentioning competitors, you can do so by adding their
username and URL in the None of these words advanced search.12. Find news about your companyAfter the launch time of Advanced Search and Landing on the results page, select News from more fall options to show all the results that contain a link to the news site. Below search I ran on Buffer to see who was
talking about us when Pablo started:13. Finding happy and non-happy customersTwitter search is a great way to quickly see a snapshot of how happy (or un-happy) your customers are. These types of searches will help you stumble upon some great reviews and ideas too. For example, a tweet in which a customer
expresses frustration can spark a discussion about how you can improve your product or service. To include mood filters in your search, mark the appropriate box on the Advanced Search page or simply add a happy or non-happy smiley to the end of the search term, such as a buffer :( or a buffer :). Extended searches
for analysis of the contest14. A mood monitor about competitors, about how you can control sentiment about your own brand, Twitter Advanced Search gives you the ability to follow how customers talk about your competitors too. To find out what people say about competitors, add the company name and URL to the All
Those Words bar. Search your competitor's tweetsIt's great advice I took from Tim Baran. With Advanced Search, you can filter tweets from any account and for your chosen keywords. To do this, simply use the All These Words and From These Accounts fields. Here's an example that will show all the time our Buffer
Twitter account mentioned transparency. As a shortcut, you can look for: from buffer transparency in the search for toolbars. Fine search setup16. See the results just for the people you followThe Twitter world is moving fast and sometimes it can be easy to miss great content from the people you follow. Fortunately, a
Twitter search allows you to filter tweets only from the people you're following. This, combined with this is a great way to make sure you don't miss anything of your favorite tweeters on topics you care about. Here's an example of the search I used to see which of the people I follow talked about content marketing: Videos
are such an amazing way to bring content to life and if you're on the lookout for videos on a particular topic, Twitter provides an excellent alternative to YouTube Search. Filtering video search with extended search or or Search and then select the video from the filters of the results page. Much the same as the video
above is to filter the search for photos using an extended search or search toolbar, and then select photos from the results page filters.19 View questions onlyIf you tick the 'question?' field on the Advanced Search page you will only be shown the results that are the questions. This is a real neat trick if you do a lot of your
customer support through Twitter.20. Find interesting people to followif you are looking to find new people to connect with in your niche, you can run a keyword search or phrase and then filter accounts that fit those keywords. Here's a search I ran for Content Marketing:21. Finding keyword and location accounts The
keyword combination with location is incredibly powerful if you are looking to find accounts or businesses in a certain area. Don't look for terms, search for things that you think people will say Twitter search is a little different from a Google search. When you think about what keywords and phrases are on request, think
about how people talk to each other. Tweets tend to be much more conversational that Google search terms. A simple tactic to find new sales leads23. Looking for buying signalsListening is extremely important on social media and by keeping an eye on what people say, you can find some interesting features. Finding
terms such as any recommend or any advice on really excellent ways to identify people in search of help and advice. Also, follow any buying signals shown on Twitter (such as a competitor's dissatisfaction or showing the need your product can accomplish) and engage to get the sales cycle in motion. Try not to be too
salesy and more conversational at this stage. Or if you can spot someone who is looking to make a purchase soon, jump in and get on their radar. How do you use Twitter search? Any tips and tricks that have really helped your sales or marketing? I'd love to hear your thoughts in the comments. Image sources:
IconFinder, Unsplash Unsplash
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